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How to locate articles in the Current Awareness Service (CAS)

- Some articles may be available in full text via CKN.

- Click on the article links in the PDF and this will take you to the database page in CKN. 
  **Note:** if you are not on a Qld Health computer you will need to login via your Open Athens login, if you haven’t registered here is the link to register - [https://www.ckn.org.au/register](https://www.ckn.org.au/register)

- If full text is available within the database, then a PDF icon or HTML text should display.

- If there is no PDF or HTML link, then use the **CKN Full Text** link on the left. You will find link/s for CKN full text (example shown below).
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**Article is not available on CKN?**

- If the article is not available on CKN, ![Request this item](image) will display on the left.

- Click on this link and you will get a result similar to what is shown below.

![Video-based mobile health interventions for people with schizophrenia: Bringing the “pocket therapist” to life.](image)

- Click on “**Request this item from your local HHS Library**” and the article information will be populated in the Article Request form → fill out your details → select your *HHS/Library from the drop down menu → then submit the form.
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>3163 1689</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mati@library.uq.edu.au">mati@library.uq.edu.au</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACE Health Sciences Library</td>
<td>3346 1180</td>
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Anxiety

TI: "Trajectories of attachment in older age: Interpersonal trauma and its consequences"
Check for full text

TI: "Predicting temperamentally inhibited young children’s clinical-level anxiety and internalizing problems from parenting and parent wellbeing: A population study"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology 47(7): 1165-1181
Check for full text

TI: "Symptom-specific threat perception mediates the relationship between obsessive beliefs and OCD symptoms"
SO: Cognitive Therapy and Research 43(4): 705-712
Check for full text

TI: "The moderating effect of psychological flexibility on event centrality in determining trauma outcomes"
SO: Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
Check for full text

TI: "Factors related to perceived burden among caregivers of service members/veterans following TBI"
SO: Rehabilitation Psychology 64(3): 307-319
Check for full text

TI: "Mediation of suicide ideation in prolonged exposure therapy for posttraumatic stress disorder"
SO: Behaviour Research and Therapy 119
Check for full text

TI: "Veterans self-reported reasons for non-attendance in psychotherapy for posttraumatic stress disorder"
SO: Psychological Services
Check for full text

TI: "Client reflections on confirmation and disconfirmation of expectations in cognitive behavioral therapy for generalized anxiety disorder with and without motivational interviewing"
SO: Psychotherapy Research 29(6): 723-736
Check for full text

TI: "Age-specific associations among functional COMTVal158Met polymorphism, resting parasympathetic nervous control and generalized anxiety disorder"
SO: Psychoneuroendocrinology 106: 57-64
Check for full text

TI: "Healing narratives from the Holistic Healing Arts Retreat"
SO: Traumatology
Check for full text
TI: "Understanding pathways between PTSD, homelessness, and substance use among adolescents"
Check for full text

TI: "Emotional awareness predicts specific cognitive-behavioral therapy outcomes for anxious youth"
SO: Child Psychiatry and Human Development 50(4): 557-565
Check for full text

TI: "Anxiety disorders in childhood are associated with youth IL-6 levels: A mediation study including metabolic stress and childhood traumatic events"
Check for full text

TI: "Prevalence and correlates of PTSD in first episode psychosis: Findings from the RAISE-ETP study"
SO: Psychological Services
Check for full text

TI: "Is Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) a comparable recruitment source for trauma studies?"
SO: Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
Check for full text

TI: "Internet-delivered computerized cognitive & affective remediation training for the treatment of acute and chronic posttraumatic stress disorder: Two randomized clinical trials"
SO: Journal of Psychiatric Research 115: 82-89
Check for full text

TI: "Aetiology and treatment of nightmare disorder: State of the art and future perspectives"
SO: Journal of Sleep Research 28(4): 1-17
Check for full text

TI: "Imagining as an observer: Manipulating visual perspective in obsessional imagery"
SO: Cognitive Therapy and Research 43(4): 726-736
Check for full text

TI: "Parents’ perceptions of internalizing and externalizing features in childhood OCD"
SO: Child Psychiatry and Human Development 50(4): 692-701
Check for full text

TI: "Children’s anxious characteristics predict how their parents socialize emotions"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology 47(7): 1225-1238
Check for full text

TI: "Network analysis of exposure to trauma and childhood adversities in a clinical sample of youth"
SO: Psychological Assessment
Check for full text

TI: "Maternal thyroid autoimmunity associated with acute-onset neuropsychiatric disorders and global regression in offspring"
SO: Developmental Medicine & Child Neurology 61(8): 984-988
Check for full text

TI: "Replicating outcomes of Survivors Healing from Abuse: Recovery through Exposure (SHARE): A brief exposure-based group treatment for incarcerated survivors of sexual violence"
SO: Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
Check for full text

TI: "From trauma to growth: The roles of event centrality, posttraumatic stress symptoms, and deliberate rumination"
SO: Traumatology
Check for full text

TI: "The use of cannabinoids for sleep: A critical review on clinical trials"
Check for full text

TI: "Generalisation of threat expectancy increases with time"
SO: Cognition and Emotion 33(5): 1067-1075
Check for full text

TI: "Trajectories and possible predictors of treatment outcome for youth receiving trauma-focused cognitive behavioral therapy"
SO: Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
Check for full text

TI: "Negative urgency and generalized anxiety disorder symptom severity: The role of self-reported cognitive processes"
SO: Personality and Individual Differences 145: 58-63
Check for full text

TI: "Prospective, dyadic links between posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms and family violence in the early years of parenthood"
SO: Journal of Family Psychology
Check for full text

AU: Miller, M A and M A Marsee (2019)
TI: "Emotional reactivity and antisocial behavior relative to posttraumatic stress symptom expression: A latent profile analysis"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology 47(8): 1339-1350
Check for full text

TI: "Measuring and conceptualizing PTSD following childbirth: Validation of the City Birth Trauma Scale"
SO: Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
Check for full text

AU: Neal, R L and A S Radomsky (2019)
TI: "How do I say this? An experimental comparison of the effects of partner feedback styles on reassurance seeking behaviour"
SO: Cognitive Therapy and Research 43(4): 748-758
Check for full text
TI: "Cognitive-behavioral therapy effects on alerting network activity and effective connectivity in panic disorder"
SO: European Archives of Psychiatry and Clinical Neuroscience 269(5): 587-598
Check for full text

TI: "Yoga as an intervention for psychological symptoms following trauma: A systematic review and quantitative synthesis"
SO: Psychological Services 16(3): 513-523
Check for full text

TI: "A meta-analysis of intervention effects on depression and/or anxiety in youth exposed to political violence or natural disasters"
SO: Child & Youth Care Forum 48(4): 449-477
Check for full text

TI: "Trauma-informed measurement-based care for children: Implementation in diverse treatment settings"
SO: Psychological Services
Check for full text

TI: "Heightened biological stress response during exposure to a trauma film predicts an increase in intrusive memories"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Psychology
Check for full text

TI: "Lower versus higher frequency of sessions in starting outpatient mental health care and the risk of a chronic course; a naturalistic cohort study"
SO: BMC Psychiatry 19
Check for full text

TI: "Centrality of traumatic events and men's intimate partner violence perpetration"
SO: Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
Check for full text

TI: "The interplay of negative and positive emotion dysregulation on mental health outcomes among trauma-exposed community individuals"
SO: Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
Check for full text
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Depression

TI: "Social media and depression symptoms: A network perspective"
SO: Journal of Experimental Psychology: General 148(8): 1454-1462
Check for full text

TI: "The efficacy of anti-inflammatory treatment interventions on depression in individuals with major depressive disorder and high levels of inflammation: A systematic review of randomized clinical trials"
SO: Physiology & Behavior 207: 104-112
Check for full text

TI: "Anti-bisexual discrimination as insidious trauma and impacts on mental and physical health"
SO: Psychology of Sexual Orientation and Gender Diversity
Check for full text

TI: "Meta-emotions in daily life: Associations with emotional awareness and depression"
SO: Emotion 19(5): 776-787
Check for full text

TI: "How and when immersion and distancing are useful in emotion focused therapy for depression"
SO: Psychotherapy Research 29(6): 737-751
Check for full text

AU: Beardslee, W R (2019)
TI: "Master clinician review: Parental depression and family health and wellness: What clinicians can do and reflections on opportunities for the future"
Check for full text

AU: Beek, Y and A Berg (2019)
TI: "Does less optimal nonverbal communication with peers predict the development of depression in adolescent boys and girls?"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology 47(8): 1379-1389
Check for full text

TI: "The role of overlapping excitatory symptoms in major depression: Are they relevant for the diagnosis of mixed state?"
Check for full text

TI: "Stay-at-home fathers, depression, and help-seeking: A consensual qualitative research study"
SO: Psychology of Men & Masculinities
Check for full text

TI: "Not wallowing in misery—Retractions of negative misinformation are effective in depressive rumination"
SO: Cognition and Emotion 33(5): 991-1005
TI: "Association between pharmacotherapy for ADHD in offspring and depression-related specialty care visits by parents with a history of depression"  
SO: BMC Psychiatry 19

TI: "Depressive symptoms and immune transcriptional profiles in late adolescents"  
SO: Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 80: 163-169

TI: "Effects of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy on a behavioural measure of rumination in patients with chronic, treatment-resistant depression"  
SO: Cognitive Therapy and Research 43(4): 666-678

TI: "Youth depression screening with parent and self-reports: Assessing current and prospective depression risk"  
SO: Child Psychiatry and Human Development 50(4): 647-660

TI: "A systematic review of the safety and effectiveness of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation in the treatment of peripartum depression"  
SO: Journal of Psychiatric Research 115: 142-150

TI: "The impact of perfectionism, performance feedback, and stress on affect and depressive symptoms"  
SO: Personality and Individual Differences 146: 62-67

TI: "Adversity and depression: The moderating role of stress reactivity among high and low risk youth"  
SO: Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology 47(8): 1391-1399

TI: "The psychological impact of social problem solving under stress in adults: Debased life satisfaction, heightened depressed mood, or both?"  
SO: Personality and Individual Differences 146: 46-52

TI: "Poor emotion regulation ability mediates the link between depressive symptoms and affective bipolarity"  
SO: Cognition and Emotion 33(5): 1076-1083

AU: Díaz, K I and P J Fite (2019)  
TI: "Cyber victimization and its association with substance use, anxiety, and depression symptoms among middle school youth"  
SO: Child & Youth Care Forum 48(4): 529-544

AU: Donohue, M R and E C Tully (2019)
TI: "Reparative prosocial behaviors alleviate children's guilt"
SO: Developmental Psychology
Check for full text

TI: "Frontal haemodynamic responses in depression and the effect of electroconvulsive therapy"
SO: Journal of Psychopharmacology 33(8): 1003-1014
Check for full text

TI: "The relationship between hippocampal volume, chronic pain, and depressive symptoms in older adults"
SO: Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging 289: 10-12
Check for full text

TI: "Systemic low-grade inflammation and subsequent depressive symptoms: Is there a mediating role of physical activity?"
SO: Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 80: 688-696
Check for full text

TI: "Predictors of self-stigma in bipolar disorder: Depression, mania, and perceived cognitive function"
SO: Stigma and Health 4(3): 330-336
Check for full text

TI: "Relationship discord and depressive symptoms in sexual minority individuals over time"
SO: Journal of Family Psychology
Check for full text

TI: "Does mental toughness buffer the relationship between perceived stress, depression, burnout, anxiety, and sleep?"
Check for full text

TI: "Sleep disturbance and physiological regulation among young adults with prior depression"
SO: Journal of Psychiatric Research 115: 75-81
Check for full text

TI: "Autism symptoms, depression, and active social avoidance in schizophrenia: Association with self-reports and informant assessments of everyday functioning"
SO: Journal of Psychiatric Research 115: 36-42
Check for full text

TI: "Efficacy of an internet and app-based gratitude intervention in reducing repetitive negative thinking and mechanisms of change in the intervention's effect on anxiety and depression: Results from a randomized controlled trial"
SO: Behaviour Research and Therapy 119
Check for full text

TI: "Depressed and swiping my problems for later: The moderation effect between procrastination and depressive symptomatology on internet addiction"
SO: Computers in Human Behavior 97: 1-9
Check for full text
TI: "Prospective associations between depressive symptoms and marital satisfaction in Black couples"
SO: Journal of Family Psychology
Check for full text

TI: "Dynamic associations between stressful life events and adolescent internalizing psychopathology in a multiwave longitudinal study"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Psychology 128(6): 596-609
Check for full text

AU: Lawrence, H R and R A Schwartz-Mette (2019)
TI: "Imagery and verbal thought during rumination and distraction: Does imagery amplify affective response?"
SO: Cognition and Emotion 33(5): 1006-1019
Check for full text

TI: "MicroRNA-140-5p: A novel circulating biomarker for early warning of late-onset post-stroke depression"
Check for full text

AU: Lincoln, K D (2019)
TI: "Social stress, obesity, and depression among women: Clarifying the role of physical activity"
SO: Ethnicity & Health 24(6): 662-678
Check for full text

TI: "Time spent with parents predicts change in depressive symptoms in adolescents with major depressive disorder"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology 47(8): 1401-1408
Check for full text

TI: "Feasibility and impact of a guided symptom exposure augmented cognitive behavior therapy protocol to prevent symptoms of pharmacologically induced depression: A pilot study"
SO: Cognitive Therapy and Research 43(4): 679-692
Check for full text

TI: "Maternal and paternal depressive symptoms, home learning environment, and children’s early literacy"
SO: Child Psychiatry and Human Development 50(4): 681-691
Check for full text

TI: "The neural systems of emotion regulation and abnormalities in major depressive disorder"
SO: Behavioural Brain Research 367: 181-188
Check for full text

TI: "Heterogeneity of transgender identity nonaffirmation microaggressions and their association with depression symptoms and suicidality among transgender persons"
SO: Psychology of Sexual Orientation and Gender Diversity
Check for full text

AU: Pascoe, M C and A G Parker (2019)
TI: "Physical activity and exercise as a universal depression prevention in young people: A narrative review"
SO: Early Intervention in Psychiatry 13(4): 733-739
Check for full text

TI: "Hello darkness my old friend: Preferences for darkness vary by neuroticism and co-occur with negative affect"
SO: Cognition and Emotion 33(5): 885-900
Check for full text

TI: "Interactions between FKBP5 variation and environmental stressors in adolescent Major Depression"
SO: Psychoneuroendocrinology 106: 28-37
Check for full text

AU: Psouni, E and A Eichbichler (2019)
TI: "Feelings of restriction and incompetence in parenting mediate the link between attachment anxiety and paternal postnatal depression"
SO: Psychology of Men & Masculinities
Check for full text

AU: Ruybal, A L and J T Siegel (2019)
TI: "Attribution theory and reducing stigma toward women with postpartum depression: Examining the role of perceptions of stability"
SO: Stigma and Health 4(3): 320-329
Check for full text

TI: "Dissociable neural responses to monetary and social gain and loss in women with major depressive disorder"
SO: Frontiers in Behavioral Neuroscience 13
Check for full text

TI: "#Sad: Twitter content predicts changes in cognitive vulnerability and depressive symptoms"
SO: Cognitive Therapy and Research 43(4): 657-665
Check for full text

AU: Schacter, H L and G Margolin (2019)
TI: "When it feels good to give: Depressive symptoms, daily prosocial behavior, and adolescent mood"
SO: Emotion 19(5): 923-927
Check for full text

TI: "Polygenic risk for circulating reproductive hormone levels and their influence on hippocampal volume and depression susceptibility"
SO: Psychoneuroendocrinology 106: 284-292
Check for full text

TI: "Interferon-alpha-induced depression: Comparisons between early- and late-onset subgroups and with patients with major depressive disorder"
SO: Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 80: 512-518
Check for full text

TI: "Long-term improvements after mindfulness-based group therapy of depression, anxiety and stress and adjustment disorders: A randomized controlled trial"
SO: Early Intervention in Psychiatry 13(4): 943-952
TI: "Personality, depressive symptoms, the interparental relationship and parenting: Prospective associations of an actor–partner interdependency model"
SO: Journal of Family Psychology
Check for full text

TI: "Patient characteristics and the therapist as predictors of depressed patients' outcome expectation over time: A multilevel analysis"
SO: Psychotherapy Research 29(6): 709-722
Check for full text

TI: "Duloxetine effects on striatal resting-state functional connectivity in patients with major depressive disorder"
Check for full text

TI: "Factor analyses differentiate clinical phenotypes of idiopathic and interferon-alpha-induced depression"
SO: Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 80: 519-524
Check for full text

TI: "Inflammation and decreased functional connectivity in a widely-distributed network in depression: Centralized effects in the ventral medial prefrontal cortex"
SO: Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 80: 657-666
Check for full text

TI: "Future expectations in clinical depression: Biased or realistic?"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Psychology
Check for full text

TI: "Pineal gland abnormality in major depressive disorder"
SO: Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging 289: 13-17
Check for full text
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Schizophrenia

AU: (2019)
TI: "Second-generation antipsychotics show longer-lasting benefits for cognition in schizophrenia"
SO: Brown University Psychopharmacology Update 30(8): 3-4
Check for full text

TI: "Characteristics of the schizophrenia suicide attempts in comparison with the suicide attempts with other diagnosed psychiatric disorders: An Egyptian study"
Check for full text

AU: Ascencio, J (2019)
TI: "Horticultural Therapy as an Intervention for Schizophrenia: A Review"
Check for full text

TI: "Stability and generalization of combined theory of mind and cognitive remediation interventions in schizophrenia: Follow-up results"
SO: Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal
Check for full text

TI: "A cross sectional study of impact and clinical risk factors of antipsychotic-induced OCD"
SO: European Neuropsychopharmacology 29(8): 905-913
Check for full text

TI: "Comparison of cognitive functions between first-episode schizophrenia patients, their unaffected siblings and individuals at clinical high-risk for psychosis"
SO: Psychological Medicine 49(11): 1929-1936
Check for full text

TI: "Effortful goal-directed behavior in schizophrenia: Computational subtypes and associations with cognition"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Psychology
Check for full text

TI: "Measuring the Burden of Schizophrenia Using Clinician and Patient-Reported Measures: An Exploratory Analysis of Construct Validity"
SO: Patient 12(4): 405-417
Check for full text

TI: "Time dependent expression of the blood biomarkers EIF2D and TOX in patients with schizophrenia"
SO: Brain, Behavior, and Immunity 80: 909-915
Check for full text

TI: "Animal-assisted therapy for schizophrenia and related disorders: A systematic review"
SO: Journal of Psychiatric Research 115: 51-60
Check for full text

TI: "Na+, K+-ATPase d3 isofrom in frontal cortex GABAergic neurons in psychiatric diseases"
Check for full text

TI: "Willingness to use smartphone apps for lifestyle management among patients with schizophrenia"
Check for full text

TI: "New insights on synaptic dysfunction in neuropsychiatric disorders"
SO: Current Opinion in Neurobiology 57: 62-70
Check for full text

TI: "Severity in sustained attention impairment and clozapine-resistant schizophrenia: A retrospective study"
SO: BMC Psychiatry 19
Check for full text

TI: "Modelling cognitive loads in schizophrenia by means of new functional dynamic indexes"
SO: NeuroImage 195: 150-164
Check for full text

TI: "Deficient auditory predictive coding during vocalization in the psychosis risk syndrome and in early illness schizophrenia: the final expanded sample"
SO: Psychological Medicine 49(11): 1897-1904
Check for full text

TI: "Mindfulness-based social cognition training (SocialMIND) versus psychoeducational multicomponent intervention for people with a first episode of psychosis: A study protocol for a randomised controlled trial"
SO: BMC Psychiatry 19
Check for full text

TI: "Promoting Personal and Social Recovery in Older Persons with Schizophrenia: The Case of The New Club, a Novel Dutch Facility Offering Social Contact and Activities"
SO: Community Mental Health Journal 55(6): 994-1003
Check for full text

TI: "Elevated anti-gliadin IgG antibodies are related to treatment resistance in schizophrenia"
SO: Comprehensive Psychiatry 93: 1-6
Check for full text

TI: "Differences in beliefs and attitudes toward Depression and Schizophrenia in Russia and the United States"
Check for full text

TI: "An international survey of Psychiatric-Mental-Health Nurses on the content validity of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health Core Sets for Schizophrenia"
SO: International Journal of Mental Health Nursing 28(4): 867-878
Check for full text
TI: "Risk of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Its Relationship With Perceived Social Support Among Family Caregivers of Individuals With Schizophrenia or Bipolar Disorder"
SO: Journal of Psychosocial Nursing & Mental Health Services 57(8): 37-43
Check for full text

TI: "Aberrant myelination of the cingulum and Schneiderian delusions in schizophrenia: a 7T magnetization transfer study"
SO: Psychological Medicine 49(11): 1890-1896
Check for full text

TI: "Clinical high risk for psychosis: The effects of labelling on public stigma in a undergraduate population"
SO: Early Intervention in Psychiatry 13(4): 874-881
Check for full text

AU: Plavén-Sigray, P and S Cervenka (2019)
TI: "Meta-analytic studies of the glial cell marker TSPO in psychosis – a question of apples and pears?: A commentary on 'Neuroinflammation in schizophrenia: metaanalysis of in-vivo microglial imaging' by Marques et al"
SO: Psychological Medicine 49(10): 1624-1628
Check for full text

AU: Sahakyan, L and T R Kwapil (2019)
TI: "Hits and false alarms in recognition memory show differential impairment in positive and negative schizotypy"
SO: Journal of Abnormal Psychology 128(6): 633-643
Check for full text

TI: "Transdiagnostic modulation of brain networks by electroconvulsive therapy in schizophrenia and major depression"
SO: European Neuropsychopharmacology 29(8): 925-935
Check for full text

TI: "Galphimia glauca and Natural Galphimines Block Schizophrenia-Like Symptoms Induced with Apomorphine and MK-801 in Mice"
SO: Evidence-based Complementary & Alternative Medicine (eCAM): 1-11
Check for full text

TI: "The effects of combined oxytocin and cognitive behavioral social skills training on social cognition in schizophrenia"
SO: Psychological Medicine 49(10): 1731-1739
Check for full text

TI: "Attenuation Effects of Alpha-Pinene Inhalation on Mice with Dizocilpine-Induced Psychiatric-Like Behaviour"
SO: Evidence-based Complementary & Alternative Medicine (eCAM): 1-12
Check for full text
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TI:</strong> &quot;The Public Health Association of Australia's advocacy to prevent suicide&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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